Incorporating domain knowledge is vital in building successful natural language processing (NLP) applications. Many times, crossdomain application of a tool results in poor performance as the tool does not account for domain-specific attributes. The clinical domain is challenging in this aspect due to specialized medical terms and nomenclature, shorthand notation, fragmented text, and a variety of writing styles used by different medical units. Temporal resolution is an NLP task that, in general, is domain-agnostic because temporal information is represented using a limited lexicon. However, domain-specific aspects of temporal resolution are present in clinical texts. Here we explore parsing issues that arose when running our system, a tool built on Newswire text, on clinical notes in the THYME corpus. Many parsing issues were straightforward to correct; however, a few code changes resulted in a cascading series of parsing errors that had to be resolved before an improvement in performance was observed, revealing the complexity of temporal resolution and rule-based parsing. Our system now outperforms current state-of-theart systems on the THYME corpus with little change in its performance on Newswire texts.
Introduction
Temporal resolution is required for comprehending many types of communication, including written texts. This is especially true in clinical texts as patient narratives revolve around when an event happened, such as when a symptom occurred or the frequency a drug was administered (Lee et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2013b) . Understanding the temporal component in texts is vital for many NLP systems (Tissot et al., 2015) to accurately interpret a patient narrative (Sun et al., 2013b) .
Some temporal expressions could be considered domain agnostic as there are limited ways to represent information about time, such as formatted dates or days of the week. However, there are many lexical variations of these standard tokens. Additionally, vague temporal expressions, relative times, and event durations require contextual or implicit knowledge of the subject area for resolution (Sun et al., 2013b) . Clinical texts include all these types of temporal expressions, and also contain domain-specific challenges to temporal expression identification and normalization, such as differentiating between dosage and time. Additionally, clinical texts frequently use repeated phrases such as "At this time" that are infrequently used in the general domain. These phrases are vague, relative, and require contextual knowledge of the subject area and the time of events to be resolved (Sun et al., 2013b) .
In this work we focus on identification of temporal expressions in clinical texts using Chronoa hybrid system that normalizes temporal expressions into the SCATE Schema (Bethard and Parker, 2016) . Originally designed on general domain Newswire texts, we evaluate Chrono's performance on the clinical THYME corpus (Styler et al., 2014 ) "out-of-the-box" with no modifications, perform an error analysis, algorithm updates, and then re-evaluate on THYME. This analysis reveals six aspects of temporal expression extraction that should be considered when using a general domain tool in the clinical domain.
Related Work
State-of-the-art temporal expression extraction and normalization tools have emerged from temporal parsing challenges such as TempEval (Verhagen et al., 2007 (Verhagen et al., , 2010 UzZaman et al., 2013) and i2b2 (Sun et al., 2013a) . Strategies utilized by these tools range from rule-based (SUTime (Chang and Manning, 2012) , HeidelTime (Strötgen and Gertz, 2010) , NavyTime (Chambers, 2013) , GUTime (Verhagen et al., 2005) ) to machine learning (TRIPS and TRIOS (UzZaman and Allen, 2010) , ClearTK (Bethard, 2013) ) and hybrid approaches (ManTIME ). For general domain texts, machine learning systems like ClearTK perform well at identifying temporal expression spans; however, rulebased and hybrid systems have better performance when taking temporal expression normalization into account (UzZaman et al., 2013) .
When applied to clinical text in the 2012 i2b2 Challenge, high-ranking general domain systems SUTime, GUTime, and HeidelTime had reduced performance (Sun et al., 2013a ) as compared to systems built specifically for this data (Sohn et al., 2013; Kovaevi et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013) . Regardless of the performance on general domain texts, modifications had to be made to the stateof-the-art systems to recognize clinical temporal expressions and achieve improved performance. For example, three teams utilized HeidelTime with two teams incorporating additional rules and machine learning modules on top of the default system, which achieved better performance in the 2012 i2b2 Challenge than HeidelTime with no modifications.
In addition to temporal challenges, other systems have been developed for general domain temporal parsing that utilize machine learning and complex grammars (Lee et al., 2014; Angeli et al., 2012) and rule-based methods referencing a central knowledge base (Llorens et al., 2012) . SynTime (Zhong et al., 2017 ) takes a simplistic approach by defining a layer of syntactic token types that rules are applied to instead of processing the raw tokens. For temporal expression extraction, SynTime out-performs HeidelTime and SUTime, however, it does not attempt normalization. All these systems were built and trained on general domain texts, such as TimeBank (Pustejovsky et al., 2003) and WikiWars (Mazur and Dale, 2010) and may require adjustments to accurately capture clinical temporal expressions. In addition, these systems normalize expressions into the ISOTimeML representation, which is unable to represent expressions that don't map to a single calendar unit or are relative to an event instead of a temporal unit-both of which are frequent in clinical texts. The SCATE schema is able to faithfully represent these types of expressions, but normalization requires a more detailed approach to annotate fine-grained temporal components that are not captured by TimeML (Bethard and Parker, 2016) . In this work we adapt Chrono, a novel SCATE normalization system, to the clinical domain and describe the challenges encountered when normalizing to the SCATE Schema.
Methods
Chrono is a hybrid rule-based and machine learning system built to identify temporal expressions in the AQUAINT corpus of Newswire texts (Graff, 2002) followed by normalization into the SCATE Schema for SemEval 2018 Task 6 (Laparra et al., 2018) . Chrono consists of 3 main modules: 1) Temporal Phrase Extraction, 2) SCATE Normalization, and 3) Temporal Disambiguation (Figure 1) . Briefly, the Temporal Phrase Extraction module identifies temporal/numeric tokens using a series of hierarchical rules and regular expressions. Temporal phrases are extracted based on consecutive tagged temporal/numeric tokens. Next, the SCATE Normalization module normalizes temporal phrases into the SCATE Schema using additional rule-based logic and regular expressions to identify specific temporal entities within each phrase, and links related sub-intervals. Finally, machine learning is used in the Temporal Disambiguation module as a sub-module of SCATE Normalization to disambiguate certain SCATE entities. Details on the specific rules implemented by Chrono for SemEval 2018 can be found in the systems description paper (Olex et al., 2018) , and Chrono can be downloaded from https://github.com/AmyOlex/Chrono.
THYME Corpus
The THYME corpus consists of de-identified clinical notes and pathology reports for colon and brain cancer patients. For this work, we utilized the subset of the THYME colon cancer documents that have associated SCATE annotations in the Anafora XML format from SemEval 2018 Task 6 (Laparra et al., 2018) . The Training Corpus includes 22 clinical notes and 13 pathology reports along with their gold standard Anafora XML annotations. The Evaluation Corpus includes 92 clinical notes and 49 pathology reports with the annotations withheld. In this work, Chrono is first run on the THYME Evaluation Corpus before modifications are made, then the THYME Training Corpus is used to identify problem areas in need of improvement. Finally, Chrono is run on the Evaluation Corpus again after making improvements. Data in the Evaluation Corpus remained hidden through the entire process.
Evaluation
Evaluation of Chrono's performance on the Training Corpus utilized python scripts provided by AnaforaTools † that compare Anafora XML (Chen and Styler, 2013) annotation files. All metrics reported exclude the "Event" entity because event identification is currently not implemented by Chrono, and was not included in the SemEval Task. Chrono's annotation of the Evaluation Corpus was uploaded to the Post-Evaluation submission system for SemEval 2018 Task 6, and overall Precision, Recall, and F1 measures are reported in Tables 1 and 3 . † https://github.com/bethard/anaforatools
Results and Discussion
This section first discusses Chrono's "out-of-thebox" performance on the THYME Evaluation Corpus prior to any code changes. The next section presents parsing issues encountered using the Training Corpus that fall into six main categories: 1) lexical, 2) entity frequency, 3) numeric disambiguation, 4) machine learning training data, 5) writing style, and 6) document structure. While fixing some of these issues was straightforward, more complex issues resulted in debugging an error cascade before performance increased. Finally, a discussion of Chrono's improved performance on the THYME Evaluation Corpus is presented.
6.1 Out-of-the-Box Performance on THYME Chrono's performance decreased significantly on the THYME Evaluation Corpus out-of-the-box with an F1 of 0.35, precision of 0.49, and recall of 0.27 (Table 1 ). This is due to Chrono having only been trained on Newswire text, thus, it saw a limited number of temporal expression examples.
Chrono's performance on the THYME Training Corpus resulted in an F1 of 0.314 when considering all entity properties (100% Correct Entity), and an F1 of 0.468 when only considering correct token span (Span Only). The higher Span Only result indicates that Chrono is identifying more correct entities than the 100% Correct Entity score indicates, but it is not assigning all the properties correctly. With the AnaforaTools evaluation script we are able to look at the performance on each SCATE entity individually to identify specific entities that significantly impact performance. Table 1 : Baseline performance, excluding "Event", on THYME Training and Evaluation corpora using SVM.
NLP Whack-A-Mole -Resolving
Cross-Domain NLP Challenges
Addressing cross-domain parsing issues felt synonymous to playing the arcade game of Whack-A-Mole, where as one issue was fixed another popped up. Several code improvements resulted in a cascading series of other code bugs and/or logical issues that needed resolution prior to realizing a performance improvement. This section describes these adventures in code improvement, which identify six primary challenges encountered in cross-domain application of temporal expression extraction. The following examples relay how complex and interconnected temporal expression extraction can be, and demonstrate the need to go beyond basic pattern identification and dictionary look-up strategies to including contextual and semantic information in order to capture all types of temporal expressions.
Lexical Diversity
Different domains are expected to differ in their lexicon. For example, the clinical domain contains many specialized medical terms and clinical jargon that is not encountered in general domain texts (Meystre et al., 2008) . This is also true for a temporal lexicon. Originally trained on the Newswire corpus, Chrono's lexicon was limited to examples found in this domain; however, by expanding Chrono's temporal lexicon the performance on several SCATE entities increased. Performance on the SCATE entity "Modifier" improved after refining the lexicon to include missed terms such as "nearly", "almost", "mid", "over", "early", and "beginning", and removing terms that should be annotated with other entities such as "this", "next", and "last". These descriptive temporal tokens are commonly used in clinical texts to describe various events in the patient narrative such as when symptoms occur or patient histories. The PartOfDay entity was also augmented with the terms "bedtime", "eve", and "midnight" as these, and similar terms, are frequently utilized in clinical notes for medication instructions, such as "take one pill at bedtime". Significant improvement in performance was observed after these additions, with an F1 increase of 0.117 for PartOfDay, and an F1 increase of 0.241 for Modifier.
Patient records revolve around temporal information, such as conveying medication instructions, describing symptom time lines, and outlining patients' histories. We found that temporal phrases associated with these events, like "at that time", "take one-time daily", "in four weeks time", "since that time", etc., were ubiquitous. All of these expressions include the token "time", which is annotated as a Period entity in the SCATE Schema. This token, along with others found frequently in clinical text such as "/min" and "/week" that are most commonly used as short-hand for conveying medication frequency, were not included in Chrono's temporal lexicon. This resulted in poor performance for the CalendarInterval and Period SCATE entities. The addition of 15 terms that were not present in the Newswire corpus significantly improved performance for these phrases. This result indicates that commonly used tokens have domain-specific frequencies. For example, the token "time" was used on average 0.32 times per document in the Newswire corpus and just over 4 times per document in the THYME corpus (Table 2 ).
Frequent Frequency
The frequency for some lexical terms, like "time", in clinical texts is understandable as certain concepts that convey a patient's narrative may be utilized over and over again. However, it is interesting that this observation also applies at the temporal entity level. For example, the initial build of Chrono excluded the SCATE entity Frequency because it is highly complex to parse and did not appear regularly in the Newswire corpus (0.12 times per document on average, Table 2 ). However, in the THYME corpus, the Frequency entity appeared on average 8.9 times per documenta 72-fold increase-which had a major impact on Chrono's performance. In clinical texts, phrases specifying frequency such as "2 time per day" or "once a day" are abundant as they are routinely used for specifying medication or symptom frequency. This increase in clinical usage extends to all but two temporal entities, with Frequency having the second highest fold change next to Event (Table 2) .
Disambiguating Dosage
Clinical text commonly contains non-temporal numerical information representing lab test results or medication dosage along with their frequency. The majority of these instances in the THYME corpus were not identified as temporal because their values and formats were distinct. However, Chrono confused a few occurrences of medication dosage with a 24-hour time instance. For example, in the phrase "Vitamin D-3 1000 unit tablet" the "1000" was incorrectly assigned the 24-hour time value of 10am. In the current implementation of Chrono, if a 4-digit dose falls within the correct year range (1500 to 2050) or 24-hour time it will be annotated as such. A fix for this issue has yet to be implemented in Chrono, as it has a low rate of occurrence, but may include rules to identify dosage amounts such as "mg" and machine learning methods to disambiguate 4-digit numbers. Another example of the need to disambiguate numerical values is found in the clinical phrase "Carotid pulses are 4/4". Without context, the "4/4" could be interpreted as the date "April 4th". This instance did not cause an issue with Chrono because a 2-or 4-digit year is required for a phrase to be identified as a formatted date. While this strategy worked for this example, it could become a problem when parsing files that contain year-less formatted dates. Thus, future improvements will include a numerical disambiguation module to aid in determining if a numerical phrase is temporal.
Cross-Domain Machine Learning Training Data
Supervised machine learning (ML) methods require the use of annotated training data in order to generate a predictive model. Naturally, training data is chosen from the domain of the task as it is the most relevant. Chrono utilizes ML to disambiguate the SCATE entities Period and CalendarInterval. First, rule-based logic identifies if an entity is a possible Period or CalendarInterval, but it is hard to tell which one without considering context. Then the ML module decides which class the entity should be labeled. The training data for this task was initially from the Newswire corpus, but this performed poorly on clinical texts with an overall F1 of 0.544. To incorporate domain-specific contextual elements, Chrono was re-trained using just the THYME corpus, which improved performance to an F1 of 0.577. We then generated a model that utilized both the Newswire and THYME data, which performed slightly better, giving an F1 of 0.578. As temporal expressions can be domain-agnostic, it makes sense that training on cross-domain data would generate a more robust and generalizable model; therefore, we chose to use the cross-domain model.
Lexical Variation
An advantage of processing clinical texts is that you are introduced to a variety of writing styles and preferences from different departments and medical personnel, where each may represent the same temporal concept differently. This results in lexical variations of concepts, for example, the concept of "Monday" can be represented as "M", "Mon.", or, "monday", and a temporal reasoning system must be able to identify that these all refer to the same day. The following sub-sections discuss issues associated with variation in formatted dates, times, and long temporal phrases. Variation in Formatted Dates/Times: There are a number of standard formats to convey dates and times, of which only a few were identified in the Newswire corpus and implemented in Chrono. Clinical texts introduced additional variability in date and time formats that Chrono was unable to handle correctly. For example, the date format "21-SEP-2009" contains a mixture of letters and numbers needing to be interpreted. Chrono uses regular expressions to identify formatted dates and times; however, the expression restricted all components to be digits, so dates with alphanumeric characters were not captured. Editing the regular expression to allow for alphanumeric characters fixed the capturing issue, but resulted in an error downstream where other methods expected a numeric month to be returned. Ultimately, a custom function was written to convert months represented as text to integers as existing conversion packages were not versatile enough to accommodate all lexical variations of these entities.
Similarly, hour and minute formats such as "5:45 PM" were not being recognized correctly because Chrono's regular expression looked specifically for the format found in the Newswire corpus that contained seconds (hh:mm:ss). Debugging formatted time expressions proved to be a challenge because Chrono utilizes three different modules to parse out this data. First, a module to identify the hours, minutes, and seconds, followed by a module to identify AMPM entities, and finally, a module to link sub-intervals where both MinuteOfHour and AMPM entities are subintervals of HourOfDay. Interestingly, the performance of HourOfDay for the Span Only evaluation had an F1 score of 0.941 both before and after improvements, indicating that Chrono was actually identifying most of the hours correctly, but was missing specific SCATE properties.
Punctuation -To Include or Not to Include?
Part of the HourOfDay parsing issue stemmed from temporal phrases at the end of a sentence, such as "2:04 AM.", where the period ended up being part of the "AM" string. Initially, Chrono looked for AMPM entities without considering punctuation unlike the MonthOfYear parsing, which specifically accounts for punctuation such as "Dec.". Thus, the "AM." in the example was never identified, so the HourOfDay entity "2" would be lacking the subinterval link to the AMPM entity. To resolve this, Chrono was modified to utilize regular expressions in parsing out AMPM entities with and without surrounding punctuation.
One dilemma arose when considering the variants of an AMPM entity. For example, valid AMPM entity strings include "AM", "am", "A.M.", and "a.m."; however, "AM." may not be considered a valid representation of an AMPM entity. Thus, Chrono specifically includes the period in the span only if there is a period after each letter in strings (e.g. "A.M."), otherwise, the period is not included in the span. Implementing this fix resulted in a significant performance improvement for the AMPM entity and, oddly, a decrease in HourOfDay performance.
Where have the Minutes Gone? While the HourOfDay entity was performing well in the Span Only evaluation, the MinuteOfHour entity performed poorly in both Span Only and 100% Correct Entity evaluations. This was a result of Chrono looking for an HourOfDay in two different methods-one that identified formatted times and another that first looked for an AMPM entity and, if found, searched for an upstream HourOfDay. The majority of time expressions in THYME were formatted as "hh:mm" followed by an "AM" or "PM" which resulted in HourOfDay being identified by AMPM parsing and not the formatted time method. The AMPM method was designed to identify the pattern found frequently in Newswire texts (e.g. "5 PM"), which doesn't include second or minute parsing. To fix this issue the formatted time method was adjusted to allow for the "hh:mm" format, so now the HourOfDay and MinuteOfHour entities are being identified and appropriate sub-intervals are annotated. However, this code improvement resulted in another decrease in performance of the HourOfDay entity.
Too Many Hours of the Day! The expected result of fixing the AMPM entity and formatted time parsing was increased performance on AMPM, MinuteOfHour, and HourOfDay entity parsing because the AMPM and MinuteOfHour sub-interval links were now identified correctly. However, HourOfDay performance actually became worse due to predicting too many HourOfDay entities. Further investigation revealed that every temporal phrase that included an AMPM entity had duplicate HourOfDay entities annotated (the same hour was annotated twice), one with the correct AMPM and MinuteOfHour sub-interval links and the other with no sub-interval links. This issue stemmed from a combination of the hierarchical parsing of formatted dates/times and inadvertently excluding a check to see if an HourOfDay entity already existed when parsing AMPM entities.
In Chrono, all temporal phrases are interrogated by all modules. To ensure only one entity of each type is identified in each temporal phrase Chrono implements a flag system. For exam-ple, in the phrase "Monday at 3:05 PM." there is one DayOfWeek, one HourOfDay, one MinuteOfHour, and one AMPM entity. This phrase is first parsed by the formatted date/time module to identify the HourOfDay "3" and the MinuteOfHour "05" entity. Following is the identification of the "PM" AMPM entity; however, if this module finds an AMPM entity it then proceeds to look for an HourOfDay entity preceeding the AMPM substring. However, an HourOfDay had already been identified, and the AMPM module neglected checking this. Fixing this double parsing issue was straightforward as the AMPM module just needed to check if the HourOfDay flag had been set for the given temporal phrase. This error resulted in some initially puzzling results where the HourOfDay performance kept decreasing with every "improvement", and ended up identifying twice as many HourOfDay entities as it should have. Different modules may be required for parsing different date/time formats, so it is important to ensure that all modules are consistently coded. It is also important to keep in mind that some formats are more frequent in one domain than another. This issue had not appeared when using the Newswire corpus because the majority of the AMPM entities were accompanied by the shorter format of "5 PM", or contained the full "hh:mm:ss" format, whereas in the clinical domain the specification of hour and minutes, such as "3:05 PM", was ubiquitous throughout the corpus.
Stop words splitting temporal phrases:
Chrono was initially unable to handle stop words that connected temporal entities into a single phrase, which limited its performance on the THYME corpus due to the use of long temporal expressions in clinical texts. Chrono identified temporal phrases by looking for consecutive temporal and/or numeric tokens. If a stop word was identified (e.g. "is", "of", "at", etc), the temporal phrase would be terminated-in some cases prematurely. For example, the phrase "beginning of this month on September 1" was originally separated into 3 temporal phrases: "beginning", "this month", and "September 1". Other examples of temporal phrases that were incorrectly split include "2005 in April" and "October 14, 2010 at 02:07 PM", which were both separated into two phrases. While individual temporal entities were identified correctly, the correct sub-intervals for each entity were unable to be assigned because Chrono only links sub-intervals within a single phrase. To fix this, code was added to tag "linking" words in the temporal phrase extraction module. Now, if a linking token is identified while constructing a temporal phrase it is ignored and the phrase is extended. This allows Chrono to correctly identify longer temporal phrases and results in correct assignment of sub-intervals, which brought the 100% Entity performance closer to Span Only.
Unexpected Effects of Longer Temporal
Phrases: The inclusion of stop words in temporal phrases was a major upgrade to Chrono resulting in sub-intervals of longer phrases being correctly assigned. However, this had an unintended result that initially lowered the overall F1 scores for Calendar-Interval and Period entities. Investigating changes in performance revealed CalendarInterval and Period entities that were correct were now incorrectly annotated with a link to a Number entity. This happened for phrases like "four times a day" or "one time a day", which are highly frequent expressions in clinical notes as they are part of instructions for taking medications. This behavior resulted from Chrono's parsing strategy for identifying associated numbers with SCATE entities where Chrono naively looked for a number token in the sub-string of characters preceding an annotated entity. This parsing strategy worked well for Newswire text as the majority of associated numbers appeared in formats similar to "2 weeks ago", or "5 days". Previously, Chrono assigned expressions like "four times a day" to two temporal phrases: "four times" and "day". Thus, the Calendar-Interval "day" was correctly identified with no Number link. After including the stop words in the temporal phrases the first number in the phrase (e.g. "four") was incorrectly associated with the Period or Calendar-Interval entity. Chrono's number parsing strategy also became an issue with other frequent clinical phrases such as "one-time daily" where the number "one" was incorrectly associated with the Calendar-Interval "daily". To fix this issue, Chrono's definition of where a number had to be located in order to be linked to a SCATE entity was restricted to the immediately preceding token instead of the full preceding sub-string. This restriction works well for the THYME and Newswire corpora; however, may not work well with expressions such as "2 full weeks from now" where the Period "weeks" should be annotated with the Number "2".
Document Design
Sentence Boundaries: An interesting temporal parsing issue appears in clinical texts regarding sentence tokenization due to item lists in the clinical record. Initially, Chrono did not tokenize on sentences as temporal phrases spanning sentence boundaries were not an issue in the Newswire corpus. However, clinical records in the THYME corpus contained entries like the following: "...my notes from December.
2. Ulcerative colitis..."
Where the top sentence ends with the temporal entity "December" followed by a numbered list item. Since Chrono did not consider sentence boundaries, this line break was removed in the preprocessing phase and the "2" that numbers the list item was parsed as a DayOfMonth associated with "December". To resolve this issue, Chrono was updated to identify sentence boundaries. In Temporal Phrase Extraction, Chrono no longer allows a single temporal phrase to span sentence boundaries; however, the Temporal Disambiguation module still ignores these boundaries.
Metadata: Domain agnostic rules and procedures can be developed to identify many temporal expressions in written text, but metadata presents additional challenges in that it is inherently domain-specific, and can even be document type specific within the same domain. For example, pathology reports and clinical encounters with a physician can have their metadata formatted in different ways. In dealing with metadata the first question is if one wants to parse the metadata at all. A good reason to do so would be to gather contextual information that is not explicitly written in the text, like identifying the document creation date to disambiguate references to days of the week, etc. The gold standard SCATE annotations do contain dates from the metadata sections, so it is necessary for Chrono to identify these entities. Two issues arose when working on this problem: 1) How to identify a temporal token using whitespace tokenization when the metadata line contains little whitespace, and 2) whether or not to include the word "date" as a temporal token.
In the THYME corpus metadata is formatted as "[start date=12/02/2010, rev date=12/02/2010]". Using whitespace tokenization this line is split into two tokens-both marked as temporal as they contain formatted date strings. However, in the Temporal Phrase Extraction module this line is considered a single phrase because it is composed of two consecutive temporal tokens. This causes an issue as Chrono assumes there is only one of each SCATE entity type in a phrase; thus, initially Chrono only annotated one of the two dates in the metadata line. To resolve this, Chrono now converts all equal signs to spaces prior to whitespace tokenization, thereby separating the metadata text to four tokens. While this fix resolved the issue of parsing metadata dates, an equal sign could be useful information, so a more sophisticated approach will be required in the future.
The second issue with parsing metadata information arose when updating the lexicon of known temporal tokens. The word "date" is temporal, but had not been included in the initial lexicon of Chrono. Including "date" as a temporal token resulted in identifying the metadata line as a single temporal phrase again as it was now a consecutive sequence of four temporal tokens: "start date", "12/02/2010", "rev date", and "12/02/2010". As "start date" and "rev date" are just labels they should not be considered temporal entities. Some mentions of "date" were valid temporal expressions, but there were few of them. Thus, we decided to continue to exclude this token. To be applicable to different domains, more sophisticated methods to parse metadata will need to be implemented to resolve issues with temporal labels and other special characters seen in metadata text.
Improved Performance
Improvements made to Chrono using the THYME Training Corpus lead to a 0.27 and 0.24 increase in precision and recall, respectively, with a 0.26 increase in F1 measure for the Evaluation Corpus (Table 3 ). This resulted in Chrono being the top performing system for SCATE Normalization. Chrono's performance on the Training Corpus improved similarly with a precision of 0.881 in the Span Only evaluation and 0.729 for the 100% Correct Entity. This indicates that Chrono is identifying the correct location of many entities, but it is having trouble setting all the properties correctly.
When designing a rule-base system it is possible to develop rules that overfit or are tailored to the training corpus (i.e. Newswire texts). Overfitting rules results in good performance on the Table 3 : Improved performance on THYME Corpora using SVM, excluding "Event".
training domain and poor performance on the testing domain, similar to Chrono's performance on the THYME corpus. However, when rules are adjusted to incorporate another domain it is expected that the performance in the training domain go down, indicating that it was overfitting the training domain. To see if this happened with Chrono, we re-evaluated our final model on the Newswire corpus. The results showed an insignificant 0.01 drop in F1 due to a 0.05 drop in Precision and a 0.04 increase in Recall, which indicates that Chrono is now more compatible with cross-domain application. Since we do not see a major drop in performance on the Newswire corpus we can conclude the original rules did not overfit the Newswire domain, but rather they were incomplete and required expansion to improve performance in the clinical domain.
Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, clinical domain texts posed additional challenges that were either not present in the Newswire corpus, or not frequent enough to prioritize highly when initially building Chrono. Application to the THMYE Training Corpus brought these limitations to light, such as the consistent use of temporal expressions that utilize frequency, highly repeated temporal phrases, dosage values being annotated as temporal expressions, and additional lexical elements. As temporal information is relatively domain agnostic, improvements made to Chrono for THYME should improve performance on other domains. An advantage of utilizing clinical texts is that it encounters a variety of writing styles from different practitioners who may prefer specifying temporal information in different ways. Additionally, different medical forms, such as pathology reports versus clinical notes, have specific ways to convey dates. Thus, the range of temporal expressions Chrono now identifies has been significantly expanded due to the variety incorporated in the clinical texts. While Chrono's performance on SCATE Normalization has improved, there are still many areas for further development. These include identifying frequency, disambiguating dosage versus 4-digit year or 24-hour time, implementing more sophisticated approaches to parsing metadata, and performing a more detailed investigation at the entity level to identify which SCATE properties are being missed or incorrectly assigned in order to bring the 100% Correct Entity performance closer to the Span Only performance. These updates will require the implementation of additional rule-sets as well as the addition of machine learning modules and more complex contextual parsing. One approach to augmenting current rule sets is the automated generation of regular expressions (Redd et al., 2015) based on annotated gold standards, which has the potential to expand Chrono's capabilities without time-consuming human review of missed expressions. Finally, Chrono outputs normalized temporal expressions in the SCATE schema format, which limits our ability to evaluate its performance on corpora in other domains. Currently, only select subsets of the AQUAINT and THYME corpora are annotated with SCATE, and the complete conversion of TimeML to the SCATE schema is difficult as TimeML lacks details required by SCATE. Thus, implementation of a method to convert SCATE XML to the standard TimeML format will allow Chrono to be evaluated on additional cross-domain corpora and classic benchmark temporal corpora such as i2b2 (Sun et al., 2013a) , TempEval (Verhagen et al., 2007 (Verhagen et al., , 2010 UzZaman et al., 2013) , and Clinical TempEval (Bethard et al., 2015) .
The process of improving Chrono brought to light several aspects of cross-domain application of temporal parsing: 1) lexical differences, 2) the frequency of temporal entity usage, 3) disambiguating numerical phrases, 4) appropriate machine learning data, 5) lexical variation of concepts, and 6) differences in document structure. While the concept of time is the same regardless of the domain, its representation can vary. Thus, temporal parsing provides a good backdrop for determining the challenges of cross-domain application, which is difficult for many NLP applications. The aspects of cross-domain application discussed herein provide a foundation for designing adaptable NLP tools that can be utilized across domains.
